American English Webinar 10.5 – Differentiating Instructions (Online!) for Equity in Learning

Presenter: Chloe Bellows

Webinar Description:

This session, “Differentiating Instruction (Online!) for Equity in Learning,” explores the concept of differentiated instruction, which aims to ensure all learners are given opportunities to succeed, and shares practical differentiation strategies for the online EFL classroom.

Presenter Bio:

Chloe Bellows has 14 years of English teaching experience in public, private, and community schools, from primary through university and adult levels. Last year, she served as a U.S. Department of State English Language Fellow in João Pessoa, Brazil, where she led professional development for public school English teachers and collaborated on program development for a public bilingual middle school. Chloe is from the United States and lives in Argentina. She holds a BA in Comparative Literature from Brown University and an MA in TESOL/Applied Linguistics from Teachers College, Columbia University.

Forum/AE Materials:

- American English - Multi-Level Classes Part One: Differentiating Instruction with Learning Stations
- American English - Multi-Level Classes Part Two: Differentiating Instruction with Teacher-Supported Groups and Leveled Tasks

Webinar link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfGm6m112_o&list=PL7BlTIDdOgZK4qDu5WL8u3VvMwqguO_f1&index=1